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INTRODUCTION
Social institutions have an important role in society; they take care of a group of
beneficiaries that need to be taken extra care of in communities. This can be done in
many different ways and has developed itself diversely throughout Europe.
Social institutions in Eastern and Central Europe show rather similar picture. In spite of many years of activity, they are still struggling with a multitude of tasks. Despite
professionalism and continuous efforts of the personnel, social institutions still face
the challenges of being underfunded, bureaucratic and hierarchic. State-controlled organisations usually lack personnel, they show low ratio of staff related to the number of
beneficiaries, therefore many needs of social institution users and beneficiaries are not
satisfied. Most often such needs exceed the scope of services offered by SI and are associated with loneliness, sensation of not being needed and not belonging to the society.
At the same time many people want to take an active part in their communities or
in the society they live in. These people are driven by different motivations and needs,
which can be either individual benefits such as gaining new skills or work experience or
motivations driven by the benefit for specific group of beneficiaries or specific organisations/institutions. These people are willing to offer their skills, experience and commitment. They represent a valuable resource for those beneficiaries, organisations/institutions but also for the society as a whole, and their motivation and initiative should
be nurtured and encouraged.
Volunteer programmes in SI offer the opportunity to satisfy the needs of SI beneficiaries and, at the same time, satisfy volunteers’ need to help.
There are SI’s that are already experimenting with working with volunteers. One of
the best practice examples in this field that can serve as an inspiration to other institutions is the Home for elderly Maksimir from Croatia (Zagreb). But there are still many
social institutions that need support in planning, organizing and delivering high quality
volunteer programmes, not only for the sake of beneficiaries but also for their volunteers.
Management of volunteer programmes in SI that brings benefits to the organisation, its beneficiaries and volunteers themselves requires conscious cooperation of all
the parties involved. That is why it is indispensable to properly prepare not only SI employees but also SI beneficiaries, representatives of the local community and volunteers.
Special attention, especially at the beginning, social institutions should put on
adequate preparation of volunteers, giving them basis for quality volunteer work in a
specific social institution, but also as a way of first contact with people who should became their volunteers. The experience also shows that it is very important to prepare
the whole staff of the social institutions. Employees support volunteer efforts when
they understand the benefits of volunteer presence in the social institution, see how
the tasks performed by volunteers differ from the duties of paid staff and know the
current law. They can significantly help execute the volunteer programme when they
contribute to its creation and understand how they can support volunteers through
their own everyday work.
As taking care of developing the above elements it is important that organisations
create a joint vision on why and how they want to work with volunteers. This gives a
common and solid basis for implementing the volunteer programme.
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Such well-functioning volunteer programmes of social institutions not only support
the social institution, but could also have a huge impact on the local communities as
well as overall on the countries’ social capital.
Within the frame of an Erasmus + project, so-called SoVol, the project partner organisations aim to strengthen the capacity of social institutions through the involvement
of volunteers in order to deliver better quality services. These programmes could have
a huge impact on the local communities and overall on the countries’ social capital.
The intention is to encourage social institutions to utilize the added value volunteers
can bring. Therefore a series of handbooks were created for those employees of social
institutions who are open and willing to undertake the adventure of building up and
maintaining a volunteer programme in their institution for the benefit of all parties.
This handbook - as one of the series - wants to provide practical help for those who
will train volunteers in the social institution. Its aim is to encourage social institutions
to utilize the added value volunteers can bring and to set up an open approach in the
adventure of building up and maintaining a volunteer programme in their institution
for the benefit of all parties.

THE AIM OF THIS HANDBOOK
The purpose of this trainers handbook is to provide support to trainers who will
deliver training for volunteers (already chosen one or those who are in the process
of selection) in the field of volunteering in general and in the field of volunteering and
working in a specific social institution and its beneficiaries. It is suggested, previously to
the training of volunteers, to check the publication Step-by-step guidebook: How to set
up volunteer programmes in social institutions, chapter 7. Orientation and training
to be sure that the training for volunteers is in accordance with the needs of the social
institution and orientation and training in general.
Social institutions bring tailor-made social services according to beneficiaries social,
physical and mental health. That’s why volunteers in social institutions need additional
preparation in this field, especially those who were not already in the situation to work
directly with beneficiaries, and especially from those who are already involved in the
work of the SI and experts who work directly with different kind of beneficiaries.
Additionally this handbook intends to give trainers a structure of the training (training flow), additional inspiration, useful tools and methods in delivering the training for
volunteers, keeping in mind that the training should provide a safe place for each participant to be active and express its own opinion. However it is highly recommended to
tailor and adapt the length and structure, as well as the timing and methodology of the
training to trainers experience, but especially to the specifics of participants (i.e. number, previous experience, etc.) and specifics of the social institution in question. The
possibilities are really wide, from shortening the training, dividing it in more segments
or modules, focusing on specific topics, units and learning outcomes or delivering it
using different methodologies (i.e. study visit to the social institution, webinars etc.).
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WHO IS THIS HANDBOOK FOR
This handbook was designed to support the staff of social institutions who are involved in the development and implementation of the volunteer programme of the SI
– either volunteer managers, volunteer guides, volunteers or other employees who will
be in charge of the preparation of volunteers. Even if this handbook represents a basic
training for volunteers, any trainer who will be delivering it should be adequately prepared for its delivering, especially on the topics which are covered, legal regulations on
volunteering, volunteer management cycle and specifics of a concrete social institution
and its beneficiaries. Also, a trainer should have previous knowledge and experience in planning, organising and delivering different educational programmes (formal or
non-formal) and the usage of different methodologies. The handbook doesn’t prescribe the number of trainers needed, so this kind of training can be delivered by one or
a maximum of two persons, depending on their experience and position in the social
institution. A social institution can also decide to engage an external trainer for some
topics, especially for the 1st day of the training which involves the part of volunteering,
legal regulations and volunteer management cycle and decide to deliver the 2nd day
on their own.

HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK
The handbook is the result of the pilot process in 5 EU countries and gives you a
structure for the training flow and methodology to deliver the training for volunteers
which lasts two days (minimum 9 hours). These are only suggestions based on the experience and work of the SoVol partners. Use them wisely, always keeping in mind
which learning outcomes the participants of the training should achieve to be adequately prepared for their volunteering, taking into account their previous experience and
knowledge/skills and needs of a specific social institution.
The handbook is divided into units of the training flow. Each unit has its own chapter starting with a short theory and then proposing the methods for delivering it. In
some units you will find several options on how it can be delivered. This gives you the
option to choose the method which you prefer or which fits the most the specifics of
the training.
Method: represent procedure and technique which can be used for delivering specific topics and units. Each method is explained in details, consisting also of information
about how much it takes to use it (timing) and what are the needed materials for its realization. The trainer can choose among different methods of training presented in the
handbook, but also can replace the offered methods with another that fits the most.
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Handout: background information or specific material for participants about the
unit topics – it can help to deeply understand the topic or represent a backing material
for participants.
Feedback sheet: at the end of the training (2nd day) we suggest to use a feedback
sheet for getting feedback and evaluation from participants. Evaluation can help you
identify areas for improvement and ultimately help you realize your next training (day)
more efficiently.

ABOUT THE TARGET GROUP(S) OF THE TRAINING
Any person with an interest to become a volunteer in a social institution can be a
participant of the “Training for volunteers of social institutions”. Also, participants can
already be part of the volunteer programme of the social institution (selected for a
specific volunteer job position) or can undergo a training as part of the selection process, depending on the needs of the social institution. The trainer and social institution
should check again that the potential participants meet all the criteria to become volunteers of their programme – the requirements of the legal framework on volunteering,
the legal conditions for a specific activity (i.e. working with minors) as well as the necessary emotional maturity to handle the work with the beneficiaries. It should be kept in
mind that previously to the training a social institution should undergo a selection process so to be sure that all participants - volunteers meet all the needed requirements.
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PREPARING THE TRAINING
The need for proper preparation cannot be overstated. Trainees will gather first
impressions in the beginning of the training, and they will judge the material and the
trainer on how prepared the training environment is. Everything should run smoothly
from the start of the session.
As the person in charge of the training, it’s up to you to develop standard preparation procedures to ensure a high quality of training. Every detail counts.
There are several major steps in the training preparation. These areas include preparing yourself as a trainer, training materials, the training space and trainees. The most
successful training sessions are very carefully planned and prepared, in every detail.

PREPARE YOURSELF
Each trainer has different qualifications, experience, expertise and uses a different
methodology of training. Even trainers who are intimately familiar with a subject must
properly prepare for the training.
• The trainer should have good knowledge about the social institution for whom
he/she is delivering the training. Get to know its main services, beneficiaries, staff
involved in the volunteer programme, types of problems they face.
• Get familiar with the training space by arriving early on the day of training to
prepare everything and check that everything is in order.
• Stay in tip-top presentation shape. Are you keeping hydrated with room temperature water to ensure you do not damage your vocal cords? Drink non-dairy
fluids to soothe your vocal cords and prevent a dry or sore throat from extensive
talking during the session.

PREPARING OF THE TRAINING SPACE
It is advised to deliver this training in the space of a concrete social institution. In
this way the trainer and a social institution have the opportunity to introduce participants, volunteers to the SI space, space where they will be volunteering, office of the
volunteer manager and volunteer guide, other facilities which will be used during volunteering. Also, in this way participants can make first direct contact with SI staff and
also SI beneficiaries which will afford them with real experience and real people. In the
case delivering the training in SI space won’t be an option it is advised to trainers and
social institution to use the 2nd day of the training for on-site visiting of SI, its facilities,
met the staff and make first contact with beneficiaries.
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Prepare classroom and hands-on training areas by checking for:
• Adequate seating arrangements
• Comfortable environmental conditions
• Sufficient lighting
• Required equipment, such as video player/monitor, slide projectors, flip charts
and other needed media or materials.
A key component in organizing and delivering trainings is to ensure that the area in
which you will conduct the training is set-up in such a way that maximizes the training
experience. Below are several key factors to consider when setting up the training space:
• Have the proper equipment and supplies on site. If you’re using a projector
or connecting a laptop to a larger display screen, do you have the proper cables,
extension cords and tape to prevent attendees from tripping on the cables, connectors, and an extra bulb in case the projector burns out? If performing handson training, do you have all of the equipment, materials, and supplies needed to
perform the tasks? Ensure that tools, equipment, machines or other props for
demonstration or practice are working properly.
• Ensure everyone can see. Placement of visual training aids is significant when
setting up your training space. Where are you going to position the projector,
screen, or flip chart, so it doesn’t block the view of participants? Also, keep in
mind that you, your movements and position, shouldn’t interfere in trainees full
and quality participation in the training.
• Have enough and appropriate materials on hand. If working with a flip chart
to write notes or perform calculations, make sure to have additional blank paper
and markers at your hand. Do you have dark markers so those sitting in the back
of the room can see what is written? Make sure you have enough handouts or
other materials for trainees. Don’t forget attendance lists and evaluation sheets!

PREPARE PARTICIPANTS
To ensure the most productive training experience, you also need to prepare participants. You want them to be highly motivated before they walk through the training
doors. Consider using some of these pre training techniques to put the participants in a
receptive frame of mind, get them geared up for the topic, and prepare them to learn.
• Distribute a session outline or agenda before the meeting. Trainees who might
be anxious about the training will be put at ease when they know ahead of time
what will be covered. And since knowledge is power, all trainees benefit from
knowing what’s on the agenda. You benefit when trainees enter the room already
thinking about the topic.
• Distribute pre-session activities. Along with the outline, include questionnaire for
needs assessment or fun and simple open-ended questions or situations, such as
these:
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General questions:
- What do you already know on the training topic?
- Why do you think this training is needed?
- How will this training benefit you and the social institution?
It is advised to trainers to prepare previously to the training the manual for volunteers which will encompass the content of the training and represent a tool on which
participants can rely on even after the training and during volunteering. The manual for
volunteers can include the following: volunteer policy of the SI, volunteer job description, list of useful SI contacts, SI leaflets and brochures, Power point presentation of the
training etc.
It’s important to note that you should pay attention at the state of participants (level of their involvement, level of the group tiredness, level of concentration etc.) so you
would be able to define the needed breaks for refreshment and lunch if it is needed.
You won’t find needed breaks and lunch break in the training flow. It is something that
you, as a trainer, should keep in mind and plan it considering the demands of the training and its duration.
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TRAINING FLOW FOR 9 HOURS TRAINING
Training curriculum in English language
DAY 1
Unit name

Time
allocated

Aims of the unit

Learning outcomes
Topics
(After completing the unit,
participants should
be able to…)
1.
40 min Present the traexplain the training Introduction
Introduction
iner/s and partiobjectives and
to the training,
to the
cipants of the
structure
trainer/s and
training –
training
participants
1st day
acknowledge/rePresent the training cognize different
Participants
and its structure
participants of the expectations
training and its
(and fears)
Explore partiexpectations
cipants’ expecta(and fears)
tions (and fears)
Present the training objectives and
1st day training
plan
2.
30 min Introduce the
Introduction
concept of volunteto volunteeering to the partiring
cipants

define volunteering and the role
volunteers play in
a volunteer programme

Present the main
concepts: volunteer, volunteer
involving
organisation
and beneficiary

Concept of
volunteering
– definition,
history

Main actors
define parties
involved in
involved in volun- volunteering
teering – volunte- – volunteers,
ers, volunteer
volunteer
involving organisa- involving orgation and benefici- nisations and
aries
beneficiaries
3.
40 min Introduce partilist key volunteer’s Legal perspecRights and
cipants to the legis- rights and obligative of
obligations
lation in the field
tions within the SI volunteering
of parties
of volunteering
involved in
define rights and
Rights and
the VP
Present the rights obligations of voobligations
– legal
and obligations of lunteer involving
of volunteers
perspective
parties involved in organisations (SI)
and volunteer
a volunteer proginvolving orgaramme
nisations
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Methods and
number and
name of exercise that can
be used
D1/1 Oral
presentation Introduction
and presentation of participants
D1/2 Oral
presentation Defining
ground rules
and presentation of participants’
expectations
(and fears)
D1/3 Oral
presentation Introduction
to volunteering
D1/4 Group
work - Main
parties involved in volunteering

D1/5 Group
work – Rights,
obligations
and expectations

Unit name

Time
allocated

Aims of the unit

Learning outcomes
Topics
(After completing the unit,
participants should
be able to…)
4.
60 min Inform participants explain different
Motivation of
Motivation
of different motiva- motivational
volunteers
for voluntetion of volunteers reasons for volunering and
teering
Values and
values of
Present the values
benefits of
volunteeand benefits of
acknowledge
volunteering
ring in SI
volunteering, with personal motives
special focus to the and wishes for
social care sector volunteering

5.
10 min Ensuring the geNon-formal
neral evaluation of
evaluation
the 1st day training
of the 1st
day training
Total time:
180 min
(4 hours)

acknowledge
the values and
benefits volunteering brings to
volunteers,
organisations,
beneficiaries and
society as a whole
N/A
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Evaluation
of different
aspects of
the training

Methods and
number and
name of exercise that can
be used
D1/6 Individual work –
Motivation
D1/7 Individual work –
Motivation
D1/8 Barometer
– Values and
benefits

D1/9 Evaluation - 1st day

DAY 2
Unit name

Time
allocated

Aims of the unit

6.
25 min
Introduction
to the training – 2nd
day

Reflect on the
topics of 1st day

7.
60 min
Introduction
to the Social
Institution
and its volunteer
programme

Introduce participants to the SI
– its vision, objectives, beneficiaries,
services, history

8.
Different
roles in the
volunteer
programme
of the SI

Present the 2nd
day training plan

Present the volunteer programme of
the SI – past, present and future

Present the SI
experience in
working with
volunteers – main
achievements
and challenges
30 min Present the main
actors in the volunteer programme of
the SI
Explain the main
differences of volunteers and other
SI staff roles

Learning outcomes
Topics
(After completing the unit,
participants should
be able to…)
outline the main
Reflection on
topics of the 1st day the 1st day
explain the training Introduction
structure
to the 2nd day
training
describe the
Introduction
specifics of the
to the social
social institution
institution and
and its services/ac- its work
tivities available
to beneficiaries
Volunteer
programme
explain the aim
of the social
and content of cru- institution
cial documents
relevant for
Social instituvolunteers’ work
tion experience
in the SI (voluntee- with volunteers
ring policy of SI,
ethical code,
principles of
work etc.)
distinguish key ro- Key actors
les in the volunteer involved in the
programme of
SIs volunteer
the SI (volunteer
programme
manager, volunteer
guide, other staff
Different roles
and other volunte- in the SI’s voers)
lunteer
programme
compare rights,
tasks and
responsibilities
of volunteers
within their
volunteer job
description and
other SI staff
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Methods and
number and
name of exercise that can
be used
D2/1 Group
work - Quiz

D2/2 Discussion (about
the
SI) and timeline

D2/3 Brainwalking – Tasks
D2/4 Group
work – Tasks

Unit name

Time
allocated

Aims of the unit

9.
90 min
Direct work
with SI beneficiaries

Present the main
characteristics
and behaviours of
SI beneficiaries
Introduce participants to the
main problem
situations and
main approaches
in working with SI
beneficiaries

10.
Formal
evaluation
of the
training
Total time:
225 min
(5 hours)

Learning outcomes
(After completing the unit,
participants should
be able to…)
describe key
characteristics
and behaviours
of SI beneficiaries

Topics

Methods and
number and
name of exercise that can
be used
Characteristics D2/5 Oral
and behapresentation
viours of SI
beneficiaries
D2/6 Role
play
Approaches in
working with
D2/7 Case
SI beneficiaries study

identify different
approaches to
beneficiaries
depending on
their needs and
Challenges in
different situations working with
(tension, sadness, SI beneficiaries
panic attacks,
conflict with other
beneficiaries etc.)

Present the main
challenges in working with SI beneficiaries
acknowledge the
main challenges
in working directly
with SI beneficiaries
20 min Ensuring the gene- N/A
ral evaluation of
different training
aspects and participants’ expectations
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Evaluation
of different
aspects of the
training

Designed
questionnaire
for the formal
evaluation of
the training

UNIT A1- INTRODUCTION TO THE TRAINING – 1ST DAY
Aims of the unit are:
• Present the training and its structure
• Present the trainer/s and participants of the training
• Explore participants expectations (and fears)
• Present the training objectives and 1st day training plan
Learning outcomes:
• explain the training objectives and structure
• acknowledge/recognize different participants of the training and its expectations
(and fears)

D1/1 Oral presentation – Introduction and presentation of participants
Duration: 15 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Welcome the participants. Present yourself in few minutes, pointing out your role
in the organisation (can be a social institution or an external organisations/institution)
and experience in the topic of the training.
After that lead participants into the part of presentation of participants. Use colour
cards for presentation. Colour cards should be prepared in a bowl. Everyone in the
group has to take at least one colour card, but they can choose even more. For each
card they take they have to answer a question, which depends on the colour of the card.
The colours can be designated different meanings, such as:
• Red card: favourite movies
• Green card: favourite music
• Yellow card: favourite things to do
• Orange card: favourite animals
• Brown card: most memorable or embarrassing moments
• Blue card: wild cards (players can share anything they wish).
You can be creative and choose any questions you think would be fitting for your
group. Also, you can define as many colours as you want. Also, you can define questions
relating to the topic of the training (i.e. favourite volunteer activity/memory/experience).
Each person takes turns introducing himself or herself, beginning with their name
and then saying one fact for each colour card that they have.
Afterward, present the training – focusing on its structure (2 days), training objectives/learning outcomes, main topics and a detailed training plan of the 1st day. At this
point, it is important to point out the practicalities/logistics of the training.
Materials needed: Flip chart with training objectives/learning outcomes; Flip chart with
the structure of the 1st day training.
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Source/reference: International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
(2009). Behaviour change communication (BCC) for community-based volunteers - Trainers
manual. Geneva. Available on: http://www.ifrc.org/Global/Publications/Health/119200_
BCC%20community%20based%20volunteers%20trainers%20manual_LR.pdf
Heinonen, R. (ed.) (2009). ECYC Game Book - Teambuilding games, energizers and icebreakers from Youth Clubs around Europe. Helsinki: European Confederation of Youth Clubs
(ECYC). Available on: https://www.ecyc.org/sites/default/files/ecyc_game_book.pdf.

D1/2 Oral presentation – Defining ground rules and presentation of participants expectations (and fears)
Duration: 25 minutes
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
After the introduction to the training and presentation of participants you should
set up ground rules. Explain that ground rules are developed to ensure that all participants have a common understanding of acceptable practices during the training,
in order to make the training as enjoyable and productive as possible. You have two
options:
Option A – Ask participants to call out suggestions to cover the following: What are
some rules that we should all follow during this training? Write all the rules mentioned on
a flip chart, discuss, rank and agree on a set that everyone will consent to follow. Thank
the participants for their suggestions and remind them to follow the rules they have
established. Tape the ground rules up on a wall and leave them there for the duration
of the training. Revisit the ground rules if participants are not following them during the
training. Sometimes, rules need changing to reflect the reality of the situation.
Option B – You can come prepared and suggest some ground rules you are used to
practice such as: be on time, freedom of speech, listening to each other; but then you
should ask the participants to add if some relevant rules are missing.
After all participants presented themselves, explore their expectations and fears.
Give each participant two post-it notes (two different colours) with the instruction to
choose and write one expectation regarding their volunteering in the SI (content on
volunteering in the SI) and the other one regarding the training itself, atmosphere, other participants and trainers, methodology (training in general). Each participant has
to put post-it notes on the exposed flip chart. Afterward, analyse participants’ expectations and summarize participants’ answers – focusing on two aspects of expectations.
Then, present the training aims and learning outcomes of the 1st day expected to be
acquired by participants, with an end view to participant expectations. Keep in mind
that during the whole duration of the training you should keep in mind participants’
expectations and reflect upon them whenever it is suitable, especially when speaking
about volunteers’ rights and obligations, volunteer involving organisations expectations, their role and tasks in the volunteer programme (Unit 2, 3 and 8). It will be useful
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to keep the flip chart with participants expectations on a visible spot in the training
room during the whole training.
In this part it is also suggested to analyse participants’ fears regarding their volunteering in the SI. You have few options how to deliver this part:
Option A – Integrate the participants fears part in the above exercise, so you will
have three flips and give participants three post-it notes (three different colours);
Option B – After delivering the part of expectations you can have a separate part
on participants fears. You can ask participants to think about possible situations during
volunteering and to try to define fears with which they are most concerned about, situations that they are not sure how to handle. You should emphasize that fears will be
then analysed on the 2nd day of the training when speaking about Direct work with SI
beneficiaries;
Option C – Deliver the part of participants fears on the 2nd day of the training in the
Unit 9. Direct work with SI beneficiaries.
You should use the exercise on fears to reflect upon possible situation in SI which
volunteer will meet during volunteering. Fears can be used to define and make possible
situations for the exercise on the 2nd day in the Unit 9 Direct work with SI beneficiaries
- Role play.
Question to lead the trainer and reflect upon participants feedback:
1) Which participant expectations coincides with the training content, learning outcomes?
2) How listed expectations will be fulfilled? Who will be in charge of it? Which expectations won’t be met because they aren’t part of the training?
3) Are there any additional comments from the participants?
4) Which participants fears are identified? In which part of the training the group
will deal with participants fears (if it won’t be part of this unit)?
Materials needed: Flip chart and markers for the ground rules, Flip chart separated in
two columns (volunteering in SI; training in general).
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UNIT 2 INTRODUCTION TO VOLUNTEERING
Aims of the unit are:
• Introduce the concept of volunteering to the participants
• Present the main concepts: volunteer, volunteer involving institution and beneficiary
Learning outcomes:
• define volunteering and the role volunteers play in a volunteer programme
• define parties involved in volunteering – volunteers, volunteer involving institution and beneficiaries

D1/3 Oral presentation – Introduction to volunteering
Duration: 15 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Call participants to state in one word how they would describe the concept of volunteering. Participants are stating their words one by one, and the trainer is simultaneously writing the words on a flip chart. After all participants, or those who wanted
to participate have taken part in the group discussion you should summarize to what
ends has the group come.
Questions to lead the trainer:
1) Do you recognize any specific path in the stated words?
2) Did participants repeated the same words?
3) Do you see any anomalies?
After that, present a definition of volunteering represented in the law of your country, but also other non-formal definitions that point out the specifics of the concept volunteering. After that, emphasize the three crucial aspects of volunteering:
• activity based on personal initiative (voluntary basis/free will/free time)
• activity without involving any financial remuneration
• activity for the benefit of the community
In addition or if necessary considering the group present at the training you can
give a brief overview on different approaches to volunteering. The traditional one that
highlights volunteering as an altruistic activity oriented to helping different kind of beneficiaries without any volunteer expectation. The modern one that emphasize volunteering as a two-way process, involving beneficiaries and volunteers and bringing benefit to all parties involved.
Materials needed: Flip chart and markers; Power point presentation with the definition of volunteering, volunteers, legal framework; Flip chart and markers to point out
the three crucial aspects of volunteering
Source/reference: Step-by-step guidebook: How to set up volunteer programmes in
social institutions
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D1/4 Group work – Main parties involved in volunteering
Duration: 15 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Give a briefly introduction into the formal volunteering as a process including (most
often) three main parties - volunteers, volunteer involving organisations and beneficiaries (not always directly).
Give a brief introduction to the definition of each group:
• Volunteer - a person who voluntarily in his/her free time and without financial
compensation performs services or activities for civic, charitable or humanitarian
reasons in an organisation.
• Volunteer involving organisation - is a non-profit organisation (Non-profit organisation – an organisation whose primary gole is to provide services to the society
without a profit motive. Various types of non-profit organisations are associations,
charities, foundations, public institutions such as schools, foster care homes, cultural
institutions, health institutions etc.) which involves volunteers in their work with the
aim of quality implementation of its programmes and services for the sake of its
beneficiaries. The main target group of the SoVol project are public institutions –
as volunteer involving organisations.
• Beneficiary - individual or group of people who benefit in whatever way from the
implementation of different activities/services the social institution provides.
You can use the above definitions or give an overview of definitions from the legal
perspective, or present definitions from the point of view of the SI.
It is important to note that from the perspective of the volunteer involving organisations there can be few persons responsible for the volunteer programme. You should
stress out the position of the volunteer manager and volunteer guide.
Explain to the participants that on the 2nd day you will have a much in depth part
on roles and tasks of each parties involved in the volunteer programme of the SI, where
they will met people form the SI introducing themselves.
Materials needed: Power point presentation (with definitions on Volunteers, Volunteer Involving Organisations, Beneficiary)
Handouts needed: Law on volunteering or other legal documents related to volunteering
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UNIT 3 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF PARTIES
INVOLVED IN THE VP – LEGAL PERSPECTIVE
Aims of the unit are:
• Introduce participants to the legislation in the field of volunteering
• Present the rights and obligations of parties involved in a volunteer programme
Learning outcomes:
• list key volunteer’s rights and obligations within the SI
• define rights and obligations of volunteer involving organisations (SI)

D1/5 Group work – Rights, obligations and expectations
Duration: 40 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Give a briefly introduction on volunteering as an act of free choice of each individual, but emphasize that once we make this choice volunteering brings certain rights
and obligations, also to other involved parties – volunteer involving organisations. Point
out that each volunteer involving organisation has its own rules/regulations, besides
the ones that are general for all volunteers and volunteer involving organisations that
are a part of the countries legal framework. The (formal) rights and obligations are defined by the law on volunteering or by other legal framework, and the participants are
called to talk more on a non-formal level, to think about a concrete SI and list in small
groups volunteers rights and obligations, and the rights and obligations of volunteer
involving organisation. It should be emphasized that participants should think about
volunteering in a concrete SI. So you can, after the group work, reflect upon the rights
and obligations of all parties involved in the volunteer programme of a specific SI in
front of which you are delivering the training.
Divide the participants into two small, if possible, equally sized groups. Different
techniques can be used to divide participants into groups, for example: divide participants into two groups based on their birthday – start from January and ask who is
born in this month; write those participant names, proceed to February, March and so
on till December. If at one point you will have too much people born in one month use
their concrete dates to define who will stay in one group and who will be part of the other. After you have managed to separate them in two groups, give each group a specific
task: 1. group has to list volunteers’ rights and obligations; 2. group has to list volunteer
involving organisations’ rights and obligations.
After all the groups have finished their tasks, each group has to present their work.
You should review each group work. Emphasize which of the listed is part of a legal
framework and what is part of the SI regulations, if you see a pattern. If there is a necessity to add some rights or obligations share them with the group.
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After that you should emphasize that expectations of an organisation/institution
depend and differ from organisation/institution to organisation/institution, but it is important that expectations are communicated to volunteers so they know if they can be
achieved in the specific organisation or explain why they won’t be able to be achieved.
Briefly present the SI expectations concerning participants as volunteers relating it to
the exercise. Check with participants how they feel about presented expectations? Do
they fell they can fulfil them?
Debriefing questions:
1) Are the rights and obligations of volunteers and volunteer involving organisations interrelated, in which way?
2) Why is it important to be acquainted with the rights and obligations of volunteers / volunteer involving organisations?
3) Which participants expectations detected in Unit 1 are related with expectations
of volunteer involving organisations (SI) listed in this exercise?
4) If a SI has experience in working with volunteers: What are the volunteer involving organisation obligations most often not fulfilled? Why?
5) If participants have experience in volunteering: What are the most common violations of volunteers’ rights they encounter?
Materials needed: Flip chart and markers for dividing participants into small groups
by birth date; Four flip charts and markers for group work (Volunteers rights, Volunteers obligations, Volunteer involving organisation obligations, Volunteer involving organisation expectations); Power point presentation (Volunteers and Volunteer involving
organisation rights and obligations; Volunteer involving organisation – SI expectations)
Handouts needed: Law on volunteering or other legal documents related to volunteering, Prepared document referring to volunteers and SI rights and obligations, and SI
expectations.
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UNIT 4 MOTIVATION FOR VOLUNTEERING AND
BENEFITS OF VOLUNTEERING IN SI
Aims of the unit are:
• Inform participants of different motivation of volunteers
• Present the benefits and values of volunteering, with special focus to the social
care sector
Learning outcomes:
• explain different motivational reasons for volunteering
• acknowledge personal motives and wishes for volunteering
• acknowledge the benefits and values volunteering brings to volunteers, institutions, beneficiaries and society as a whole

D1/6 Individual work – Motivation
Duration: 20 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Give each participant one or two statements of volunteers and/or volunteer involving organisations about their motivation for volunteering/involving volunteers. You
can find some examples of statements in the section Handouts needed below. Keep in
mind to search for real statements of volunteers and volunteer involving organisations
representing different motives, with a focus on volunteering in the social institutions.
Give each participant enough time to read the statements. Call on participants to
state whose motivational statement they got and what is the key motive/motivation
represented in it.
During the individual presentation you should write each motive on different A4
paper and stick it to the wall (one motive = one A4). If some motives are repeating put
it only once on the A4 paper. You will use this in the next exercise.
Materials needed: Flip chart, markers, Statements printed on separate paper, A4 papers
Handouts needed: Volunteer statements:
1) I am a 25 year old girl and have volunteered in the last two months in a refugee
camp. Being a refugee myself, I think with this experience and the new attitude I
developed, I can now help my peers. – Mary
2) Turning 27 years old in a week, I come to realize that I do not want to lead the
life I am leading today. I have no desire to work for a billion dollar corporation to
help them make more billions. I would like to be a part of something different,
something that matters. I have had many volunteering experiences; from tutoring immigrant kids to helping seniors, from spending time with homeless people
to visiting addicts on holidays. Each of these gave me a fulfilment no other job
did. – Alicedela
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3) I have a privileged life, granted I don’t own a yacht or a fancy car but I am under
no illusions that it is a life of luxury. If I can take a little time out of my selfish existence to the benefit of those less fortunate than myself then I will always jump at
the chance. – Lee
4) I volunteered to make a difference. I wanted to be there, get stuck in and do
something worthwhile. This was and is an opportunity to help those who need
it most. It was also an amazing way to see something grow from start to finish.
What better way to meet new people and make lifelong friends. I wanted to see
and learn about a new culture. – Dave
5) I’ve been a volunteer at the Crisis Centre for almost 15 years. I’m addicted! The
staff is incredibly supportive and the other volunteers are like family. Sometimes I
stop by the Crisis Centre on my non-shift days just to be there. It’s my home away
from home. – Eric
6) It is something I have always wanted to do. XY organisation has been a big part of
my dad’s life for so long now and I have heard many stories about the good things
that the charity has done for people. – Peter
7) It gets me out of the house and keeps my head going. You can’t just retire and
spend all day sitting in, can you? – Bill
8) I had this future ahead of me with nothing to do. The thought of sitting around
doing nothing every day horrified me, so I decided to volunteer, it gives me a
great buzz knowing that I am not only helping people but I’m also giving something back to the local community. – Keith
Volunteer involving organisation statements:
1) All tasks at our organisation related to advising new entrepreneurs/mentoring
young people/delivering meals/repairing bicycles are reserved for volunteers. We
feel these roles, which are fundamental to the meeting of our organisation’s mission, are best done by volunteers - unpaid staff donating their time and talent
- rather than paid employees.
2) Reinarde reserves certain tasks and roles specifically for volunteers, our commitment to create opportunities for the community to participate in, offer feedback
and endorse our work.
3) As a part of our commitment to both transparency and to creating opportunities
for community investment in our organisation, React welcomes volunteers in a
variety of roles, including activities that directly support our paid employees, leadership positions and beneficiaries services.
4) Our organisation involves volunteers so that we can tap into skills, experiences
and talents beyond what our excellent professional staff already brings to our
organisation and its work. Every employee at our organisation looks for ways to
involve volunteers in his or her work. This is part of our commitment to involving
the community in all aspects of our work.
5) Our social institution is committed to helping to cultivate new professionals
in the field of social services/informal caregiving. Therefore, we reserve certain tasks and roles for volunteers, to provide career-development experiences to
emerging professionals.
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6) As a part of our mission to help youth/people-with-disabilities/immigrants/displaced workers find employment, our organisation reserves some tasks and roles
at our organisation for youth volunteers/volunteers-with-disabilities/volunteers-experiencing-unemployment/etc. Through these volunteer experiences, they gain skills
and experiences that can help them in their career exploration and job searches.
7) According to the experience of our volunteers, but also our beneficiaries, the
programme (of the SI) is extremely successful as our beneficiaries got interesting
activities and company, and volunteers got an unforgettable experience, practical
knowledge and a lot of friends. Therefore, this programme is important for improving the psychosocial behaviour of children and strengthening the competences of future experts of various socio-humanistic and health sciences.
Source/reference: http://www.coyotecommunications.com/volunteer/mission.shtml
https://www.ageuk.org.uk/wirral/how-you-can-help-us/what-our-volunteers-say/

D1/7 Individual work – Motivation
Duration: 20 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Call each participant to state its own motivation for volunteering in the SI. You
should give each participant a post it and a marker/pen on which they should write why
they want to volunteer in a specific social institution.
In the previous exercise you already stuck A4 paper with different motives on the
wall. So, the room is divided in different motivation i.e. one part of the wall is dedicated to
helping others, the other to gaining knowledge and skills, networking, useful leisure time
and so on. You can also dedicate one wall for a category OTHER because participants may
have some other motivation which was not covered with the previous exercise.
Call each participant to take few minutes and write their motivation on the post
it, and then stick the post it under the A4paper with different motivation that fits their
motivation. If someone’s motivation doesn’t fit any category give the instruction to put
it under category OTHER.
After all participants have participated, you should briefly summarize few key points
on motivation:
• Motivation is individual
• Every motive is legitimate (except extreme ones, that can be dangerous for the
beneficiaries or volunteer involving organisations)
• Clear communication of expectations is crucial from each involved side (volunteer → organisation and organisation → volunteer)
• Initial motivation/motives for volunteering can (and most often) change over time
into something else (personal benefit → benefit for the community/society)
Materials needed: Post it papers; Markers/pens; Motivation on A4 papers from the
previous exercise; Power point presentation.
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D1/8 Barometer – Values and benefits
Duration: 20 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Prepare the room in a way to use three walls. For each wall prepare one different
A4 paper. On one write I AGREE, on the other I DON’T AGREE and on the 3rd I DON’T
KNOW/I AM NOT SURE. Put each paper on different walls.
Call each participant to stand up and to come in the middle of the room. Give a
instruction to the participant that you will read one statement at a time concerning
the values and benefits of volunteering and each participant should think about the
statement, decide if he/she agrees / don’t agrees or doesn’t know/is not sure about the
statement. According to its thinking he/she should position himself/herself on the wall
which best fits his/her thinking.
Ask participants to explain their position for each statement. You don’t have to ask
each of them, but try to ask one participant which agrees, on which doesn’t agree and
one which doesn’t know/is not sure. Try additionally to explain the value and benefits
of volunteering in each statement if it is needed. Use as many statements as you need.
In the handouts you will find some examples.
At the end present the ethical code of a SI or a respective country putting emphasis
on volunteers, organisations and beneficiaries. If a SI or country doesn’t have an ethical
code, you should briefly conclude this part with a review on crucial values and benefits
volunteering brings to different parties.
Materials needed: Statement on values of volunteering; 3 A4 papers; Power point presentation.
Handouts needed: Statements on values and benefits of volunteering
1) Volunteer involvement demonstrates that the community is invested in the organisation and its goals.
2) Volunteering contributes to the country’s economic development.
3) Volunteering plays a crucial role in the promotion of integration and in the fight
against social exclusion (adjust this statement regarding the social institution beneficiaries, so the participants can relate).
4) Volunteering helps to combat environmental problems, as well as poverty and
social and labour market exclusion.
5) Volunteering helps to build new skills and knowledge and use them to benefit
the greater community.
6) Volunteering brings benefits to older people. (or other specific types of beneficiaries)
7) Volunteering represent a way for citizens to participate in social processes.
8) Volunteering means expressing solidarity with and taking responsibility for all
members of society, without the intent of gaining personal material gain.
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UNIT 5 NON-FORMAL EVALUATION OF THE 1ST
DAY TRAINING
Aim of the unit: Ensuring the general evaluation of the 1st day training.

D1/9 Evaluation 1st day
Duration: 10 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Option A – Target evaluation
Introduce participants into the non-formal evaluation of the 1st day. Present the flip
chart with the drawn target separated in four identical parts, explaining that each part
encompasses a different aspect of the training:
a) usefulness of the training content
b) quality of the trainers
c) possibilities of active participation
d) training logistics.
The target has three concentric circles, one bigger than another, representing three
marks, very satisfied, satisfied and not satisfied with each aspect. The centre represents
the highest level of participants’ satisfaction. Call each participant to take a marker and
for each aspect of the training mark how satisfied they are putting a dot in the part of
the target that best describes their level of satisfaction.
After each participant has marked their level of satisfaction, look at the target to
see if some aspects of the training were marked as very low. In that case you should 1)
additionally discuss this with the group or 2) use this feedback to change/improve those
parts of the training the following day.
Option B – Talk like a Pirate
Standing in a circle participants are asked to share something that made them go:
• ooh (as in I really liked that)
• aaargh (Ididn’t like it)
• ooohaahaaargh (that’s new and interesting - you can use aha)
One example can be to call each participant to state loud “OH” and add i.e. “I really
liked the atmosphere”; than he/she states loud “AAARGH” and adds i.e. “I didn’t like that
we hadn’t more time”; an finally he/she states loud “AHA” and adds i.e. “the definition of
volunteering was something new”. You can make different variations of this game, use
post-it notes or different exclamations.
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Option C – Aeroplanes
Ask participants to write comments on paper to key questions e.g. What have you
learnt? What could have been better? Then ask participants to fold the paper in to paper
aeroplanes and throw into a bucket or something similar.
Materials needed:
Option A: Markers for each participants; Flip chart with a drawn target, separated in
four different parts
Option C: A4 papers for each participant; Bucket or something where they can throw
the aeroplane paper

Source/reference: https://www.woodcraft.org.uk/sites/default/files/Evaluation%20
and%20reflection%20activities.pdf
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UNIT 6 INTRODUCTION TO THE TRAINING – 2ND DAY
Aims of the unit are:
• Reflect on the topics of 1st day
• Present the 2nd day training plan
Learning outcomes:
• outline the main topics of the 1st day
• explain the training objectives and structure

D2/1 Group work – Quiz
Duration: 25min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
In order to reflect on the topics of the first day, divide the participants into small
groups (3, 4 or 5 – depending on the number of participants). Participants can be divided using one of the methods for group division.
Prepare cards with questions related to the topics of the previous day. The first
group starts with drawing the first card with the question, one participant from the
group has to read the question out loud so the other groups can hear and raise their
hand if they know the answer and they can answer it if the first group doesn’t know the
answer. Pay attention which group has the right to answer next!
Once the group has read the card out loud, they have a few moments to agree upon
the answer and to answer the question. If they answer it incorrectly, don’t know the
answer or answer it partially, the other group, that raised their hands first, has a right to
answer and gets points accordingly (half or full). Write down the points for each group.
At the end, the winning group gets some kind of award (promo material, candy or something similar). After the quiz, present the structure of the second day of training.
Materials needed: Questions on separate cards; Flip to track the points; Awards (e.g.
promo material, candy); Flip chart with the structure of the 2nd day training.
Handouts needed: Questions, written on small cards that can be easily drawn:
1. What is the definition of volunteering?
2. What kind of organisations can involve volunteers?
3. Who can be a volunteer according to the volunteering legislative?
4. List 3 volunteer rights!
5. List 3 volunteer obligations!
6. List 3 organisation obligations!
7. Who can be a volunteer according to the volunteering legislative?
8. List 5 motivational reasons for volunteering?
9. List 3 expectations from organisations!
10. List 5 values of volunteering
11. List 10 possible volunteer positions!
12. What are the characteristics of traditional vs modern outlook on volunteering?
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UNIT 7 INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL INSTITUTION AND ITS VOLUNTEER PROGRAMME
Aims of the unit are:
• Introduce participants to the SI – its vision, objectives, beneficiaries, services, history
• Present the volunteer programme of the SI – past, present and future
• Present the SI experience in working with volunteers – main achievements and
challenges
Learning outcomes:
• describe the specifics of the social institution and its services/activities available
to beneficiaries
• explain the aim and content of crucial documents relevant for volunteers work in
the SI (volunteering policy of SI, ethical code, principles of work etc.)

D2/2 Discussion (about the SI) and timeline
Duration: 60min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Before explaining the most important parts of your SI, start with a small discussion
with the participants so you can check their level of knowing the SI’s goals, beneficiaries,
programmes. Start by asking who would like to tell the whole group something they
know about your institution.
You can choose from some of the questions:
• What do you think is our most well-known activity/project?
• Who are our beneficiaries?
• What do you know about our volunteer programme?
• Why do you find our SI interesting for you to volunteer?
Then start explaining the most important parts about your SI and your volunteer
programme using the timeline of your SI. You can write the most important things you
wish to explain, and/or the most significant events on a post it and tape it in the appropriate position on the timeline or you can write down those events/projects directly on
the timeline. The timeline is a long horizontally placed paper with marked years. Tape it
on the wall before the start of the exercise.
After the timeline, present the crucial documents in your SI, related to volunteer
programme and give the materials to the participants.
Materials needed: Timeline – a couple of large papers taped together; Post-it papers;
Power point presentation (Information about the SI and its volunteer programme)
Handouts needed: Information about your SI – leaflets, brochures, yearly report, volunteering policy of SI, ethical code, principles of work. Policy of the SI on working with
volunteers (Manual for volunteers).
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UNIT 8 DIFFERENT ROLES IN THE VOLUNTEER
PROGRAMME OF THE SI
Aims of the unit are:
• Present the main actors in the volunteer programme of the SI
• Explain the main differences of volunteers and other SI staff roles
• Present the volunteer job descriptions within the SI
Learning outcomes:
• distinguish key roles in the volunteer programme of the SI (volunteer manager,
volunteer guide, other staff and other volunteers)
• compare rights, tasks and responsibilities of volunteers within their volunteer job
description and other SI staff

Option A - D2/3 Brainwalking – Tasks
Option B - D2/4 Group work – Tasks
Duration: 30min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Introduction
Remind the participants of the unit elaborated in the 1st day, Unit 2 – Introduction
to volunteering - D1/4 Group work – Main parties involved in volunteering. Explain to
the participants that in this unit you will go a little bit further and into depth about tasks
of different parties involved in volunteering. At the beginning you can present (and
remind on some) the definitions of different actors they will met in the SI. You can use
this definitions:
• Volunteer - a person who voluntarily in his/her free time and without financial
compensation performs services or activities for civic, charitable or humanitarian
reasons in an organisation.
• Volunteer manager - a person who manages all elements of the volunteer programme either within his/her own organisation or on behalf of the organisation
for which he/she is coordinating volunteers. A volunteer manager coordinates
volunteers and their relationships with those they come into contact with, including employees, beneficiaries or volunteers of an organisation. He/she works on
the implementation of the whole Volunteer Managment Cycle in an organisation.
• Volunteer guide – a person who provides one-to-one support and encouragement to a volunteer who comes into contact with the institution. A guide support
volunteers in their work with beneficiaries, solving problems and dilemmas and
sometimes they also support volunteers in their learning or professional development, for pre-planned periods of time, through regular encounters. The volunteer guide is the link between the beneficiaries and the volunteer.
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Option A – Brainwalking – Tasks
Explain that the following exercise is aimed at going into depth in the topic of main
actors involved in the volunteer programme, differences in their tasks and obligations.
Prepare three flips with the following:
• tasks of volunteers
• tasks of volunteer manager
• tasks of volunteer guide
Divide the participants into small, if possible, equally sized groups (depending on
the number of flip charts) and ask each group to start with one flip and list as much
tasks that a person/role has in an organisation. After a couple of minutes the groups
rotate (each group goes to another flip chart in the clockwise direction) and write down
the tasks that the previous group didn’t write.
The process goes on until the group that started with the specific flip returns to it.
The idea is to get as much as we can from the participants and to go beyond the first
things that would pop to their minds. After all rotations are over, a member of the group
that started with each flips reads everything written. Other participants can add new
tasks if they want to, or correct the ones that don’t apply to the role. Sum everything
with comments about the importance of each role and their relation to the volunteers.
Tip: before the participants start to write, instruct them to think about general tasks
of these three roles (e.g. volunteers need to write a report, be on time…), and then you
can give a more specific one when summing up what the groups wrote. (e.g. volunteers
need to fill in a timesheet at the SI’s reception…).
Option B - D2/3 Group work – Tasks
Explain that the following exercise is aimed at going into depth in the topic of main
actors involved in the volunteer programme, differences in their tasks and obligations.
Prepare three flips with the following:
• tasks of volunteers
• tasks of volunteer manager
• tasks of volunteer guide
Prepare as many papers with specific tasks of each actor. One task should be written on one paper. Focus on tasks of volunteers, volunteer manager and volunteer guide
in a specific SI. Mix them up.
Divide the participants into small, if possible, equally sized groups (depending on
the number of flip charts) and ask one representative of each group to choose few
papers from the pile. You can define the number of papers that can be drawn out
when you have a concrete number of papers. Ask each group to think about one task
at a time, to discuss in the group whose task it is and to tape it on a concrete flip chart
- volunteers, volunteer manager or volunteer guide. After all groups have finished their
tasks ask each group to present their work summing all the tasks for each actor. If needed rearrange and explain why some tasks doesn’t fit a specific role.
At the end of whatever option you choose how to deliver this part you should introduce participants with at least one volunteer, volunteer manager and a volunteer guide
from the SI. They should present themselves (name and function) and present their
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role (tasks and obligations) in the volunteer programme of the SI. In this way you can
conclude this part of the training.
Individual consultations on a volunteer job description/positions
You can use the time at the training or a separate space and time to introduce participants with the volunteer job description/position available at the SI. In the case each
participant of the training applied to the same volunteer position than you can present
specific obligations/tasks of that position that they will be in charge. In the case participants applied for different volunteer positions it is suggested to offer them individual
consultations to go a little bit deeper in a specific volunteer position (obligations and
tasks) of each participant – volunteer individually.
Materials needed: Flip charts for Volunteer manager, Volunteer guide, Volunteers
Markers, Papers
Handouts needed: Option B - Tasks of three main actors each written on a separate paper:
Volunteers
Fill in a timesheet at the SI’s reception
Prepare the space of a workshop
Write a report on a monthly basis
Volunteer manager
Write a volunteer job description
Select volunteers for a specific volunteer job position
Manage conflicts occurred in the volunteer programme (volunteer – volunteer; volunteer – beneficiary etc.)
Volunteer guide
Induce the volunteer/give orientation on the spot
Prepare beneficiaries for meeting volunteers
Connect volunteers with employees and colleagues
Introduce the volunteer to the beneficiary
For volunteer manager and volunteer guide tasks use the following handouts: The responsibilities of a volunteer manager and The responsibilities of the volunteer guide.
Source/reference: https://innovationenglish.sites.ku.dk/metode/brainwalking/
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UNIT 9 DIRECT WORK WITH SI BENEFICIARIES
Aims of the unit are:
• Present the main characteristics and behaviours of SI beneficiaries
• Introduce participants to the main problem situations and main approaches in
working with SI beneficiaries
• Present the main challenges in working with SI beneficiaries
Learning outcomes:
• describe key characteristics and behaviours of SI beneficiaries
• identify different approaches to beneficiaries depending on their needs and different situations (tension, sadness, panic attacks, conflict with other beneficiaries etc.)
• acknowledge the main challenges in working directly with SI beneficiaries

D2/5 Oral presentation
Duration: 15min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Prepare a brief presentation of the main characteristics and behaviours of SI beneficiaries. You can start your presentation with a short discussion with the participants
about their previous knowledge and engagement with the people with similar difficulties as your beneficiaries have.
Materials needed: Power point presentation (Main characteristics and behaviours of
SI beneficiaries)
Handouts needed: A document listing as much details about SI beneficiaries – optional
Handout Volunteering with special need beneficiaries such as: elderly people,
children living in foster care, addicted people, homeless people, physically disabled
people, people with mental health difficulties.

Option A - D2/6 Role play
Option B - D2/7 Case study
Duration: 75min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Option A – D2/6 Role play
The method in which participants play role-based scenarios from actual or imagined
situations to think, revive, evaluate or review the existing problem or situation in order
to find an adequate conclusion or gain insight into a particular situation or behaviour.
Prepare roles for a couple of situations that occurred in the SI regarding the be-
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neficiaries – volunteers relationship. It is advised also to use fears highlighted by participants to reflect on that and to make this exercise relevant to their future volunteering.
Make sure that the roles you prepare are as much similar to the real situation that
can happen so the participants can connect and exercise to be useful. Prepare a short
role description on small cards so the participants can prepare themselves for the role.
Explain the exercise to everyone involved, clearly stating the goal. A few of the participants can be observers, observing things like non-verbal and verbal communication,
openness, suitability of reactions etc. Get the observers in the separate room and explain their task while the others prepare for their roles, give them a couple of minutes.
Each role play shouldn’t take long, a maximum of 10 minutes will be enough. After
the role play exercise, try a different, short exercise to de - role the participants actively
participating in the role playing exercise.
The important part of the role playing method is discussion. It should follow the
de-rolling exercise. Start by asking the participants who played the roles how they felt.
After that the observers give their opinion and then you can facilitate a further discussion, give some feedback and proceed to the presentation on main problem situations,
challenges and approaches when working with your beneficiaries. Try to connect theory and your experience with situations in the role playing exercise and connect them with
the main challenges when working with your SI’s beneficiaries, especially for volunteers.
Reflecting questions for role play:
• How everybody felt in their role?
• Did you learn something new?
• In which other ways a concrete situation can be solved?
• From whom seek help in situations that you don’t know how to handle?
Option B – D2/7 Case study
Prepare a couple of case studies based on different situations that occurred in the
SI regarding the beneficiaries – volunteers relationship. It is advised also to use fears
highlighted by participants to reflect on that and to make this exercise relevant to their
future volunteering.
Make sure that the roles you prepare are as much similar to the real situation that
can happen so the participants can connect and exercise to be useful. The case study
has to have as much resemblance to the real situations as it can be found in the SI. Try
to come up with names for each person. You can include some good aspects and some
bad aspects of the situations.
You can divide participant into small groups or make this as an individual exercise.
If you choose group work give each group a different situation – case study so you can
cover much more situations and fears highlighted by participants. In any case (group
or individual work) give them a couple of minutes to read the case study. Suggest participants to make notes if needed. Ask participants or groups to reflect upon:
• What was the main problem?
• Which behaviours a beneficiary showed?
• What was the reaction of a volunteer?
• In which ways the situation can be handled? What should a volunteer do?
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Ask each group or participant in the case of individual work, one at a time, to read
its situation out loud. Ask them to reflect upon the questions above. Call other participants that hadn’t the same situation to bring up their opinion and thoughts.
Connect the answers and situations from the case study with different roles in the volunteer programme of the SI. You can use a power point presentation for the conclusion.
Materials needed: Cards with different roles for participants written on it; Cards with
different case studies/situations written on it; Power point presentation (Main problem
situations, challenges and approaches when working with the SI beneficiaries)
Handouts needed: Example of a situations on which you can base a role play and define specific roles for volunteers and beneficiaries. You can use them also as examples
of case studies.
Situation 1: Markus is an 82 years old men situated in the SI – a home for elderly,
for the past two years. Markus doesn’t have any specific difficulties other than
those typical for elderly people – weak hearing, muscles and bones weakening
and difficulties in locomotion, increased need for help in everyday activities. This
is why he was assigned a volunteer Peter. Markus and Peter have a close relationship and a good understanding. Peter is helping him in everyday activities
(keeping him in an active shape, helping in preparing for outdoor activities, cleaning the room, reading etc.). Peter also meet Markus family (sons and a daughter). They are very satisfied with his work. Few times they called him to come to a
family dinner. Peter had some previously agreed obligations and he didn’t come.
Now, they are calling him again to a family dinner and he doesn’t feel comfortable
to say yes neither no. He doesn’t know what to do.
Situation 2: Aileen is an 86 years old women situated in the SI – a home for elderly,
for the past five years. Aileen is diagnosed Alzheimer disease. Her family is regularly coming to see her but situations differ, from positive one to very difficult
one, and aren’t predictable. Peter is a volunteer at the SI. He volunteers at the
department where Aileen is situated. Even though he is not working directly with
beneficiaries, people diagnosed Alzheimer, he knows every patient, a volunteer
manager introduced him at the beginning of his volunteering in the SI through a
short meeting with the whole department, including patients. One Tuesday, during his shift he was alone at the department and he heard screaming and yelling
in the hall. He found out that Aileen is agitated and yells at one patient. He tried
to calm the situation but he really didn’t know what to do and how to approach
them. What would be the best approach in that situation?
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UNIT 10 FORMAL EVALUATION OF THE TRAINING
Aim of the unit: Ensuring the general evaluation of different training aspects and
participants expectations

Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Prepare a written form through which participants can evaluate the training. Include open and closed questions, so you can compare data (closed questions, evaluating
certain aspects on a scale) and so participants can state some parts you didn’t ask or to
elaborate their answers (open questions).
Include questions about whether the training was successful in reaching the learning outcomes, their knowledge before and after the training, about the clarity of the
presentation, about the possibility to actively participate and the logistics of the training
(room, breaks, materials, prior information).
Evaluation questionnaire for the Training for volunteers of social institutions
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